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Olynyk visits Atlanta for possible workout 

Related

By Chris Vivlamore

Gonzaga center Kelly Olynyk is in Atlanta, presumably to work out for the Hawks on the eve of the NBA Draft.

The seven-footer tweeted "Last stop Atlanta! #journey" from is account @KellyOlynyk Wednesday. The tweet featured a
picture of the Atlanta skyline which appears to be taken from the CNN Center area overlooking Centennial Olympic Park.

The Hawks, who hold the 17th and 18th overall picks on the first round in Thursday's draft, have not disclosed the draft-
eligible players they have brought in for workouts. The team will neither confirm nor deny reports of players that have been
worked out. Several such players, such at Louisville center Gorgui Dieng and Olynyk, have tweeted about their visits to
Atlanta.
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Good or bad? Not sure

Posted by Steve-W at 4:14 p.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

Olynyk - hardaway - I'd probably be ok with

Don't know enough about olynyk - great O bad D is what I've heard

Rated higher than plumlee most spots I've looked

Posted by Ms_Dee at 4:15 p.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

Wow, only Dieng and Olynyk have tweeted about their visits..go figure if those 2 are our picks at #17 & #18

Posted by Ms_Dee at 4:18 p.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

Cant see Ferry picking 2 centers with our 1st round picks..maybe a Center and SF or SG in Franklin

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 4:19 p.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

That guy did not impress me a whole lot when I saw him play during the season. 

As weak as this draft is, at least a few guards and wings in this draft seem like they have the potential to become good in the
right situation with the right coaching. I don't think any of the big men in this draft have that kind of potential. What is Olynyk's
ceiling, Andray Blatche? Brad Miller?

Posted by cp229 at 4:20 p.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

Great offensive player but dude is going to struggle defensively. He also looks like a stretch 4. I dont think he can play center
at all. I would pass on him

Posted by cp229 at 4:21 p.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse
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He is also a poor rebounder. Dude is kind of soft. I love his offensive game though. Dude can get buckets.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 4:22 p.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

All the word on the street appears to be that the Cavs and Magic are both desperately trying to trade down. Makes sense
given the lack of All Star talent in this draft.

Posted by Ms_Dee at 4:22 p.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

Adrian Wojnarowski: Gonzaga's Kelly Olynyk, Kansas' Jeff Withey and Arizona's Grant Jerrett are working out for the Hawks in
Atlanta today, sources tell Y! Twitter @WojYahooNBA

Posted by Rev-In-Tampa at 4:22 p.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

It seems Hawks are eager to find their rim protector and give Al "help" on the blocks

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 4:24 p.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

According to @WojYahooNBA, Jeff Withey and Grant Jerrett also worked out for the Hawks today.

Posted by BigCrimson75 at 4:31 p.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

Amongst the great white dopes of this years prospects:
Olynyk, Whithy, Zeller, Plumlee, Adams
....Olynyk would probably be the one I curse Ferry the least over if drafted.

Gonzaga players(with 1 exception) don't make it in the NBA -- however, MAYBE this kid could round his game into Dirk-lite.
A red flag -- the guy is 7' butt his wingspan is only 7'3" !!
Is this guy a dinosaur?
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I have to agree with Najeh about these centers. I'm just not impressed with many of them. Would rather just sign a free agent
center. 

Crimson, Olynk has very short arms and isn't much of a defender.

Posted by HBLWWClyde at 4:38 p.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

Hawks need defense and rebounding from the center position not scoring.

Posted by Just-Joe at 4:40 p.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

Olynyk is absolutely a stretch 4, not a center. His workouts have consisted of ball handling and shooting drills. Most consider
him the best back to the basket player in this draft as well. I'd be happy to have Olynyk if we felt good about a center in free
agency. I think he has to get by OKC first.

Posted by Infa-MUS at 4:41 p.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

Just ay No to these American Euro Stiffs. I would rather have Lucas Nugearia The C from Brazil, No Center we draft at 17/18
will probably get about as much time as JJ/Scott last season.

We should be looking into Aldridge and Peckovich

Posted by cp229 at 4:43 p.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

I think OKC takes Adams. Hard to predict where Olynk will go. Ive seen him as high as Boston and sliding in the 20's. He will
have to be paired with a strong defender in the frontcourt. 

And if Dieng didnt have the knee and ankle issues I would be fine with him. Just dont want to take a guy with those type of
injury concerns and have it bite us in the azz later.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 4:46 p.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

If Olynyk is in fact a stretch 4, that is all the more reason to avoid him. As long as Al is in this team's long term plans,
whatever position he plays (which presumably would be PF if Josh leaves) is occupied. So if you spend a pick on Olynyk,
you're burning a 1st rounder on a guy who will never start for you. 

Swing for the fences. Don't burn draft picks on backups.
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Posted by cp229 at 4:48 p.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

And those with NBA TV. Check it out tonight at 8

Posted by RamonReturns at 4:56 p.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

Would it be the worst scenario if the Hawks ended up taking Olynyk AND Dieng? Going forward, wouldn't it be a nice
situation to have Al as the interchangeable player in the front court? Horford could start at pf or c depending on the matchup
next to Olynyk and Dieng. You have the defensive and offensive bigs depending on what you need more. That would be a
very flexible lineup in my opinion. ESPECIALLY if the Hawks agree to a trade of a 2nd round pick to Dallas for Marion and the
13th pick. This way you could come out with Muhammed/KCP/MCW and two bigs to start building the new system with.
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